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Professional development programs
INTENSIVE PROGRAM
Introduction to Philosophical Enquiry
This two-day program provides all the tools you need in order
to start building a culture of effective critical and creative
thinking at your school, using the pedagogy of collaborative
philosophical enquiry. Choose from our Primary and
Secondary PD programs.
FOR TEACHERS (Primary or Secondary)
We empower teachers with the knowledge, skills and
understanding they need to confidently facilitate
philosophical enquiry in their classroom.
FOR SCHOOL LEADERS
We offer a vision for whole-school transformation, helping you
foster a thinking culture that enriches students by deepening
learning, building collaboration and boosting self-efficacy.

“The program has developed my
ability to ask and answer higher-order
questions in a range of contexts,
building on other people’s ideas.”
PD participant

Outcomes
Participants learn how to identify philosophical questions,
foster philosophical attitudes and foundational thinking skills,
and make use of a multipurpose toolkit of reasoning and
metacognitive techniques.
The program also equips participants with facilitation
strategies to foster students’ skill development in collaborative
enquiry, conceptual exploration, dialogue and reflection.
Introduction to Philosophical Enquiry promotes deep
understanding and provides memorable practical experiences
while also presenting a wealth of useful resources to help
embed philosophy as an integral and sustainable part of your
school’s curriculum.
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Professional development programs
“The most memorable aspect of the program was having the
opportunity to join in the practice sessions. Thanks for your
feedback and how you modelled running philosophy sessions.”
PD participant

Practicalities
Introduction to Philosophical Enquiry runs for two full days
in your school’s professional development time. It runs on
separate days (approximately two months apart), to allow for
teachers to practise new skills between the two days.

Inclusions
»»

Stimulating, practice-focussed talks presented by
The Philosophy Club’s director;

»»

Challenging interactive exercises, lively group
discussions, and relevant real-life examples from
classroom dialogue;

»»
»»

The Philosophy Club’s purpose-written 140-page
teacher handbook;
Ready-to-use practical resources including lesson
planning guides, student evaluation rubrics, teacher
self-evaluation forms, and a list of recommended
books and resources;

140-page teacher handbook

Cost:

Please contact us

Duration:

Two days (12 hours)
(9:00am - 3:00pm)
or alternative formats by
arrangement

»»

Transcripts of facilitated philosophical discussions
among students for your reference;

Participants: 6 – 22 staff

»»

Information about how Philosophy integrates with
the Victorian Curriculum;

Location:

»»

Details of how our PD programs support the
Australian Professional Standards for Teachers.

or larger groups by request

At your school

”I feel like my Philosophy barometer has been switched on.”
Teacher, Preshil: The Margaret Lyttle Memorial School
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Professional development programs
Tailored professional development services
Classroom observation and coaching
We work with teachers on a one-to-one basis to help build
their skills and confidence. We conduct classroom
observation that focuses on agreed areas of skill mastery,
followed by supportive and constructive feedback. We
empower teachers to master and fine-tune specific facilitation
techniques that are known to improve student outcomes.

Self-led PD for teaching teams
We provide a structured course for teaching teams to
work together at mastering the skills essential to effective
facilitation. Included are individual reflection exercises,
group discussion guides and procedures to extend teachers’
facilitation skills. This develops a culture of practice
that embeds and sustains philosophical enquiry as an
integral part of your school’s curriculum.

Staff-room seminars and
curriculum workshops
We deliver customised seminars for staff on any aspect of
collaborative enquiry or on any philosophical subject area,
such as ethics, political philosophy or the philosophy of
science. This is an excellent way to prepare for a new enquiry
unit or to go deeper into the art of facilitation. We can also
assist teaching teams in preparing lessons that weave
philosophy into specific curricular themes.

Please contact us for cost and availability

”The overwhelming feeling was that staff were very impressed and
excited. You have inspired many teachers to re-evaluate how they
question children, and how easy it is to get into the rut of just
‘delivering curriculum’. Thank you for igniting the interest of our staff
and for inspiring us.”
Assistant Principal, Birralee Primary School
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Student workshop programs
Student workshops in collaborative philosophical enquiry
Our award-winning workshop programs for primary and
junior secondary students use a process of collaborative
philosophical enquiry to develop students’ critical and
creative thinking, oral literacy and self-efficacy. We harness
students’ curiosity and extend them intellectually through a
series of small-group facilitated workshops led by expert
mentors. We use high-quality stimulus materials to spark
collaborative discussion about fascinating questions on such
diverse philosophical themes as fairness, freedom, identity,
time and the mind. Every student receives individual attention
and is encouraged to contribute fully.

Outcomes
Our workshop programs help students develop a
sophisticated range of personal, social and intellectual
dispositions and skills that are foundational for their success as
students, as active citizens, and as thoughtful individuals.
Students learn:

»»
»»

how to structure their thinking well.

»»

how to work collaboratively to address
controversies and problems with
open-mindedness, fair-mindedness
and respect for different points of view.

»»
»»

how to use evidence in an argument.

»»

how to evaluate different ideas, and discern
which ideas are the most helpful or true.

»»

how to reflect on the quality of their own
reasoning (and how to improve it).

how to express their thinking clearly
and confidently to others.

how to question the assumptions underlying
different points of view.

Please contact us for cost and availability
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About The Philosophy Club

We established The Philosophy Club because we thrive on the wonder, the exchange of ideas,
the creative freedom and the critical rigour of philosophical enquiry – and we wanted to share
this passion with others.
We’re committed to creating a safe, respectful and supportive environment in which
participants enjoy intellectual adventures in a spirit of curiosity and collaboration.
The Philosophy Club has delivered programs for diverse clients including a range of primary
and secondary schools, universities, and civic and cultural organisations including The City of
Melbourne, The Wheeler Centre for Books, Writing and Ideas, and Library at The Dock.

Michelle Sowey:

David Urbinder:

Co-founder and Director

Co-founder

After receiving First Class Honours
in Philosophy from the University
of NSW, Michelle Sowey worked
in intelligence analysis and educational equity before dedicating
herself to supporting children’s
thinking through philosophical
dialogue.

Educator and designer David
Urbinder creates The Philosophy
Club’s innovative curriculum
materials, providing rich and
challenging learning experiences
that engage children in critical
thinking, creative problem-solving, collaboration and reflection.
Drawing on his background in
education and psychology, David
has helped shape The Philosophy
Club’s unique curricula of activities
and discussion plans.

In 2013, she launched the Big
Questions philosophy mentoring
program which connected
university-level philosophy
students with primary school
students from low socio-economic
backgrounds. In 2014 she was
awarded the Prize for Innovation in
Inclusive Curricula by the Australasian Association of Philosophy.

David is passionate about the
capacity of philosophical dialogue
to empower a new generation
by promoting more rational and
independent thinking.

CONTACT THE PHILOSOPHY CLUB
Email: 		
Mobile:
Web:		
Facebook:

info@thephilosophyclub.com.au
0425 221 604
www.ThePhilosophyClub.com.au
www.facebook.com/ThePhilosophyClubAustralia
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